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HELP US CHANGE THE WORLD

Our staff, students 
and alumni 

are an innovative 
bunch. Our in-built 
desire to do things 

differently has seen
 us make discoveries 

that have resulted
 in a better world.

DR SALEH 
UMAIR
POSTDOCTORAL 
SCIENTIST

DR AMSHA 
NAHID
SENIOR RESEARCH 
OFFICER

Everyone has the potential to help create change – 
and that includes you. But to do so, you need to be the best
at what you do. You must be passionate about exploring the 
possibilities and looking at things differently.

At Massey University, we are all about making a difference and we want 
to help you to do the same. Imagine the possibilities:

 Generating enough food to feed the world, while decreasing the pressure  
on our environment

 Finding a cure for cancer
 Working out how we can live longer and be healthier at the same time
 Designing appliances that work better and are more environmentally 

friendly, efficient and accessible
 Or helping people to recover from the trauma of a major disaster. 

Our people are already working on these, and more. Imagine what you could do. 

Massey has a solid tradition of high-quality tertiary education. From our 
establishment as an agricultural college in 1927 to becoming a university in 
1964, to our celebration in 2013 of 50 years of leading New Zealand’s veterinary 
education, we are focused on helping you lead your home country or New 
Zealand. 

As New Zealand’s only truly national university (with campuses in Albany, 
Manawatū and Wellington and a leading distance learning programme) we 
foster and propel positive change, taking the best of our nation’s creativity 
and innovation to every corner of the globe. 

We will help you to get the skills and confidence you need to take your place 
in the world and make a difference.

He aha te mea nui o te ao? He tangata. He tangata. He tangata.
What is the most important thing in the world? It is people. 
It is people. It is people.

We can change the world, but not without you. 
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WELCOME FROM 
THE VICE-CHANCELLOR

Massey University is New Zealand’s defining university and has a long 
and proud tradition of academic and research excellence. 

The University has three campuses in Auckland, Manawatū and Wellington 
– as well as a fourth “virtual campus” of students who take advantage 
of Massey’s well grounded expertise as a distance learning provider. Its 
expertise embraces a broad span of scholarly and scientific realms. Aviation 
and epidemiology, jazz and quantum physics, ecology and agri-food science, 
finance and robotics, biotechnology and volcanology: these are just some of 
the disciplines in which Massey is acknowledged as world class.

Massey has New Zealand’s only Institute of Veterinary, Animal and 
Biomedical Sciences and New Zealand’s only degree in aviation.

With its history, geographic spread, span of offerings and dense web of 
connections with a range of specialist and local communities, Massey is 
very much the university of New Zealand.

It is also a global university. Massey currently has agreements with more 
than 190 institutions worldwide, covering a variety of relationships from 
collaborative research to teaching, study abroad, and staff and student 
exchanges.

Each year, more than 3800 international students from more than 100 
countries find a warm and welcoming environment at Massey and an 
intellectual climate in which they are encouraged to excel. Our students 
experience research-led teaching, outstanding student support services 
and high-quality facilities. 

We recognise that choosing to leave your own country in order to achieve 
academic qualifications is a life-changing decision. I warmly invite you to be 
part of our diverse and stimulating student community. I want to assure you 
that we are committed to delivering a high-quality student experience and 
assisting you on your path to success.

HON STEVE MAHAREY 
CNZM, BA, MA (Hons)
Vice-Chancellor, Massey University
    @SteveMaharey
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WELCOME FROM THE ASSISTANT 
VICE-CHANCELLOR (ACADEMIC AND INTERNATIONAL)

Massey University is an exciting and progressive New Zealand university. 
We offer you internationally recognised, research-led qualifi cations that are 
hugely relevant in today’s world. Our qualifi cations can greatly enhance your 
career prospects and personal development. 

Our research pedigree in key areas is internationally recognised and through 
these endeavours we are connected with research institutions, industries and 
businesses around the globe.

Massey is also a pioneer and world leader in the provision of online and 
distance learning. Our students have been receiving world-class distance 
education for more than half a century. Our teaching is research led and 
Massey ranks higher in international comparisons than any other major 
distance learning provider in Australasia.

We are committed to excellence in distance education and our programmes 
and short courses allow you to fi t study around work, social and family 
commitments. Our qualifi cations are internationally accredited and recognised 
by relevant professional bodies.

Studying at Massey University is about doing things differently. It’s about 
shaping the world, by coming up with innovative, practical solutions and ideas 
for how we can live our lives in a better way.

I welcome you to Massey University and wish you all the very best in your 
studies.

PROFESSOR INGRID DAY
Assistant Vice-Chancellor Academic and International, Massey University

studies.

PROFESSOR INGRID DA
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Massey University’s programmes range from foundation to degree to 
postgraduate and we have relationships with more than 190 academic and 
research institutions around the world.

As a truly multicultural university, Massey is committed to providing a high 
level of care and support to you and all our international students. As an 
international student, you have access to a range of services to ensure you 
get the help and assistance you require as easily as possible.

You will be supported throughout your enrolment at Massey by our team of 
specialised international support staff, who are trained to assist and support 
international students with their academic and personal needs.

Once enrolled, you will have access to the full range of services available 
at any Massey campus, including accommodation, career advice, religious 
services, health and counselling, sport and recreation, and student learning 
centres.

ARTHUR CHIN
Director International, Massey University
    @achinmassey

WELCOME FROM THE DIRECTOR 
(INTERNATIONAL)

ARTHUR CHIN
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FOR MORE THAN 80 YEARS MASSEY HAS PLAYED 
A DEFINING ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW 
ZEALAND THROUGH GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH, A 
COMMITMENT TO INNOVATION, AND CLOSE LINKS WITH 
ITS COMMUNITIES AND INDUSTRY. MASSEY HAS ALSO 
GAINED RECOGNITION AND A SOLID REPUTATION ON 
THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE.

Mirroring New Zealand’s development from a primarily 
agrarian economy to a modern, mixed-economy global 
competitor, Massey was established as an agricultural 
college in Palmerston North in 1927. It was awarded 
university status in 1964. The Massey Albany campus 
in Auckland was established during dynamic growth in 
the 1990s, and in 1998 Massey’s national portfolio was 
completed with the addition of the world-class School of 
Design and Conservatorium of Music in central Wellington.

Today, Massey is one of New Zealand’s largest 
universities with about 33,000 students, from more than 
100 countries, enrolled across its three campuses and 
its "virtual" distance-learning campus. The three physical 
campuses are well established and offer rigorous 
academic programmes complementary to their locations. 
The University is organised into 30 institutes, schools 
and departments in five academic colleges: Business, 
Creative Arts, Health, Humanities and Social Sciences, 
and Sciences. Together the colleges offer more than 200 
programmes of study and more than 5000 classes, which 
are delivered through a robust multi-campus and multi-
modal structure.

Fundamental to Massey’s endeavours is an 
internationalising curriculum that integrates an 
international and intercultural dimension into the teaching 
and service functions of the University.

Massey has witnessed a more than 40 per cent rise in the 
number of higher-degree research students in the past 10 
years, with more than 1700 research masterate students 
and more than 1000 doctoral students contributing to our 
research activities. Massey’s success is further illustrated 
by Ako Aotearoa – New Zealand’s first and only Centre for 
Tertiary Teaching Excellence.

Massey University continues to be ranked among the top 
three universities in New Zealand. Many academic staff 
are internationally renowned, and leading-edge research 
is carried out across the colleges, often in collaboration 
with other universities, research institutions and industries. 
Massey has a proud record of using its expertise to work 
with developing countries, and its focus on technology and 
business is also meeting new international demands.

OFFSHORE DELIVERY, JOINT VENTURES AND PATHWAY 
PROGRAMMES
The University is increasing its offshore delivery through 
the selective launching of key degree programmes 
including:

 The Bachelor of Aviation Management – 
implemented in partnership with the Singapore 
Aviation Academy and delivered in Southeast Asia

 Postgraduate dispute resolution programmes – 
delivered in Thailand in partnership with Khon Kaen 
University

 The Bachelor of Food Technology – in partnership 
with the Singapore Ministry of Education and located 
on the Singapore Polytechnic campus. Catering for 
Asia’s growing demand for food technologists

 College of Business pathway programmes - 
the college has established undergraduate and 
postgraduate pathway programmes with leading 
universities in China and Vietnam, including Wuhan 
University, Xiamen University, Renmin University of 
China and University of Economics (Hanoi). After 
completing part of their degrees in China or Vietnam, 
students come to Massey to complete their studies 
for Massey degrees in New Zealand.
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MASSEY IS A GLOBAL UNIVERSITY THAT WORKS HARD 
TO DEVELOP MANY INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS. 
IT IS A RESEARCH-LED UNIVERSITY WITH STRONG 
CONNECTIONS TO INDUSTRIES AND PROFESSIONS, AND 
A DISTINCTIVE APPLIED APPROACH TO TEACHING AND 
LEARNING.

As well as being recognised for our world-class research, 
Massey is a leader in teaching, from English and pre-
degree foundation entry right up to PhD level.  

Our international connections reflect these strengths and 
are equally global and comprehensive.  Massey currently 
has formal international agreements with more than 190 
institutions worldwide.  These cover the full spectrum 
of University activities including student foundation and 
pathway arrangements, undergraduate and postgraduate 
articulation, home-government scholarship provision, 
study abroad and student and staff exchange relationships, 
transnational online and blended education delivery, and 
many joint research collaborations all over the world.

Massey University holds a number of accreditations from 
leading international bodies including:

 { A five-star rating for both research 
and internationalisation from the QS 
world university ranking agency

 Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of 
Business (AACSB)

 Association of MBA’s

 Chartered Financial Analyst Institute (CFA) 
Program Partner

 Association of Asia-Pacific Business Schools

 American Veterinary Medical Association

 Institute of Food Technologists

 The Washington Accord through the Institution of 
Professional Engineers New Zealand.

Internationalisation at Massey University is defined by 
a complementary range of activities that integrate an 
international/intercultural dimension across all areas 
of university life from our teaching to our research and 
service functions. International student recruitment is 
critical to the University’s economic, academic and cultural 
vitality, but internationalisation at Massey is about much 
more than that. It also involves the active engagement of 
New Zealand students with other cultures, exposure to 
a globalised economic and social environment, student 
mobility, strategic relationships with overseas institutions 
and governing bodies, engagement with Massey alumni 
overseas, and high-quality pastoral care and support for 
international students studying either on campus or at a 
distance.

At Massey, internships and industry placements provide 
opportunities for applied learning in many programmes 

and enhance their attractiveness within the international 
marketplace.

Massey is a leader in international student pathways and 
articulation through undergraduate and postgraduate 
collaborative arrangements with partner institutions in 
China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand.

Massey is New Zealand’s leading university provider of 
online, blended and distance education.  The University 
is increasingly taking these strengths to the world as 
part of mutually beneficial education collaborations, 
including the EpiCentre’s delivery for the World Bank of One 
Health veterinary medicine and public health masterate 
programmes to 67 health professionals from India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Nepal, China 
and Mongolia.

We are committed to developing and sustaining 
international research, teaching and consultancy activities 
through collaboration with institutions of compatible 
standing and disciplinary profile. 

Massey is among the top three New Zealand universities 
in winning external research income. Our research 
partnerships include tripartite research collaborations with 
leading Chinese universities, including Peking University 
and Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and membership of the 
Global Alliance on Food Security Research, under which 
six leading agri-food universities and research institutions 
have joined forces to find ways to increase world food 
production in a sustainable manner.  The World Bank has 
also chosen Massey to help lead the Global Food Safety 
Partnership, which is a public-private partnership aimed 
at improving international food safety capacity. QS ranked 
Massey’s agriculture programme 21st in the world in May 
2013.

The School of Design is ranked top in Australasia by Red 
Dot, the global design award organisation.

The College of Creative Arts is the only school of art 
and design outside North America to receive NASAD 
Substantial Equivalency, the most comprehensive 
international benchmark of quality in art and design 
education in the world.

Massey hosts two of the seven Centres of Research 
Excellence supported by the New Zealand Government: the 
Allan Wilson Centre for Molecular Ecology and Evolution 
and the Riddet Institute for food and biomaterials research. 
Massey is a partner in three other Centres of Research 
Excellence. 

Massey’s academic capacity in security and defence 
is broad with topics covering the coherence and 
effectiveness of national mandates in Afghanistan, cyber 
warfare and international law, the New Zealand SAS in 
Borneo and Vietnam and security sector reform. Massey’s 
Centre for Defence and Security Studies is currently Chair 
of the Council for Asian Transnational Threat Research. 
The council provides specialised research in the areas 
of terrorism, insurgency and other violent transnational 
threats in the Asia-Pacific region. It draws on a diverse 
range of expertise and perspectives from resident experts 
across the South and Southeast Asian regions.

INTERNATIONALISATION
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Leaving Yale University to become one of New Zealand’s youngest-ever 
professors, today Gaven Martin is one of the world’s top mathematicians.

He is an inaugural leader of the New Zealand Institute for Advanced 
Studies helping to drive our country towards its first Nobel prize.

Prof. Gaven Martin | Mathematician
Distinguished Professor of Mathematics | FRSNZ FAMS 
Massey University 

ENGINE.AC.NZ

GAVEN 
MARTIN
TAKING 
MATHEMATICS
TO THE
WORLD

Leaving Yale University to become one of New Zealand's youngest-ever 
professors, today Gaven Martin is one of the world's top mathematicians

He is an inaugural leader of the New Zealand Institute for Advanced Study,
helping to drive our country towards its first Nobel prize.

Professor Gaven Martin | Mathematician
Distinguished Professor of Mathematics | FRSNZ FAMS
Massey University

ENGINE.AC.NZ



Albany campus see pg 12

Manawatū campus see pg 13

Wellington campus see pg 14

CAMPUS LOCATIONS

With three strategically located 
campuses in major cities, and 
as New Zealand’s foremost 
university provider of distance 
learning, Massey is truly New 
Zealand’s national university. 
We have modern campuses: Albany, located on Auckland’s 
North Shore; Manawatū, based in Palmerston North, the 
student city; and Wellington, based in the heart of the 
capital city. There is also the option of distance learning, 
either in New Zealand or overseas.
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NEW ZEALAND (AOTEAROA) IS A MODERN, 
TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED, GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE 
NATION OFFERING INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED 
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION WITHIN A UNIQUE CULTURAL 
AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.

YOUNG NATION, RICH HISTORY
With a little over a 1000 years of human settlement since 
Polynesians first reached Aotearoa, New Zealand has 
a rich and fascinating history, reflecting both Māori and 
European heritage. The first European contact occurred 
in 1769 with the landing of Captain James Cook. British 
sovereignty was claimed in 1840 following the signing of 
the Treaty of Waitangi, considered a founding national 
document. In 1907 New Zealand’s independence and 
separate identity were further recognised when its status 
was changed from being a colony of Great Britain to an 
independent dominion.

A COMPETITIVE GLOBAL TRADER
In the 21st century New Zealand is a modern nation with 
a well developed industrialised, free-market economy 
competing in the global marketplace. With almost 20 
per cent of the country’s output exported, New Zealand 
is heavily dependent on trade, with the principal export 
industries being agriculture, horticulture, fishing and 
forestry. Major export partners are Australia, the United 
States, Japan, China and Germany.

MODERN, MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY
New Zealand’s unique and dynamic culture blends a 
fusion of European, Māori, Pacific and Asian influences. 
The population comprises 69 per cent European ethnicity, 
14.6 per cent Māori descent (the "tangata whenua" or 
indigenous people), 9.2 per cent Asian and 6.9 per cent 
Pacific Island origin. New Zealand has a high standard of 
living and is consistently ranked highly in international 
quality of life indexes. New Zealand society is 
diverse, sophisticated and multicultural, and the 
honesty, friendliness and openness of New 
Zealanders, or "Kiwis", is world-renowned.

NEW ZEALAND

 Capital city: Wellington.

 Population: 4.4 million people (16 per square 
kilometre)*.

 Largest city: Auckland, population of 1.5 million.

 Official languages: English, Māori, NZ Sign 
Language.

 Currency: New Zealand dollar (NZD).

 Government: Constitutional monarchy, gained 
independence from Britain in 1907.

 First country to give women the vote (1893).

 Area: 288,680 square kilometres.

 15,000 kilometres of coastline, nowhere is more 
than 130km from the coast.

 New Zealand has the world’s largest flightless 
parrot (kakapo), the oldest reptile (tuatara), the 
biggest earthworms, the smallest bats (the only 
native land mammals) and the heaviest insect (a 
weta), and is home to many of the world’s oldest 
trees, and rarest birds, insects and plants.

 *2013 figures

NEW ZEALAND 
QUICK FACTS

 PHOTOGRAPHY BY: MILES HOLDEN

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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GEOGRAPHIC WONDERLAND
Comparable in physical size to Great Britain, Colorado and 
Japan, New Zealand has a population of about 4.4 million 
– making it one of the world’s least crowded countries – 
approx 16 people per square kilometre*. It is a haven for 
those seeking peace, rejuvenation and relaxation as well 
as a playground for thrill seekers and adventurers. New 
Zealanders also lead the world in sports participation.

A temperate climate with relatively small seasonal 
variation makes it an ideal place to live. New Zealand’s 
spectacularly beautiful landscape includes vast mountain 
chains, steaming volcanoes, sweeping coastlines, deeply 
indented fiords and lush rainforests. And the great 
advantage of New Zealand is that all its diverse physical, 
cultural and artistic landscapes are easily accessible.

*2013 figures.

WORLD-RECOGNISED UNIVERSITY EDUCATION
New Zealand's university education was established in 
1870 and has a similar structure and tradition to the British 
model. Today, there are eight state-funded universities 
in New Zealand, offering a broad range of subjects with 
different specialisations.

New Zealand university students enjoy a personalised 
approach to their learning, where people are recognised 
and valued for their individuality, within applied 
learning environments where theory and 
practice interrelate. New Zealand Bachelor 
degrees are recognised for enrolment 
in postgraduate programmes at 
universities throughout the world.

QUALITY EDUCATION
New Zealand education is becoming increasingly 
international in character, driven by trends, which include 
the information and communications technology revolution, 
employment markets transcending national borders, and a 
globally mobile population of students, teaching staff and 
researchers.

The New Zealand education system is based on guiding 
principles including quality-assured and portable 
education qualifications, and the provision of flexible 
pathways for study. National policies and quality 
assurance provide continuity and consistency across New 
Zealand’s education system.

The New Zealand Government-administered Code of 
Practice for the Pastoral Care of International Students 
is designed to ensure that a consistent, high standard of 
pastoral care is provided to all international students.

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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ALBANY CAMPUS
Massey’s Albany campus is New Zealand’s newest and 
most cutting-edge university destination, located in rolling 
parklands on Auckland’s beautiful North Shore. Positioned 
right next to New Zealand’s largest shopping centre and 
the North Harbour Stadium, this campus is the hub for 
many social and sporting events, and a five-minute drive to 
beautiful swimming beaches. It’s also only 20 minutes from 
Auckland’s city centre, with quick public transport access 
via dedicated bus lanes.

Accommodation choices abound, with options to stay 
in student villages, fully catered apartments or shared 
flatting with friends. There’s plenty of parking on campus, 
and efficient public transport combined with increased 
facilities for bike users caters for the environmentally 
conscious student.

The growing campus offers 70 majors to more than 7000 
students, including programmes in business, education, 
engineering, expressive arts, fundamental sciences, 
food technology, jazz, languages, mathematics and 
information sciences, nursing, public health, psychology, 
sociology and social work. It has an extensive programme 
of postgraduate studies and hosts distance learning 
contact courses. State-of-the-art science laboratories 
complement the newly opened Student Central 
complex at the heart of the campus.

Albany is Massey’s "Innovation Campus", 
known for its excellence in innovation and 
the "new" economy. It has established 
key partnerships as the prime location 
for the Auckland Knowledge 
Exchange Hub, a preferred research 
partner of Auckland Council in the 
areas of economic and community 
development, and a partner 
with KPMG and other firms on 
financial sector analysis.

Home to the University’s high-
tech business incubator, the 
ecentre leads the way in shaping 
the businesses of the future.

Albany also has key partnerships 
with Smales Farm Technology 
Office Park – one of the largest 
technology parks in New Zealand. 

AUCKLAND: "CITY OF SAILS"
Auckland is New Zealand’s largest and most multicultural 
city with more than 1.5 million people. It is the country’s 
commercial and economic centre, and has rated highly in 
international surveys as one of the best cities in the world 
to live because of its sophisticated urban environment, 
great climate and numerous leisure options.

A city of immigrants, Auckland’s colourful mix of Māori, 
Pacific Island, Asian and European cultures ensures 
access to a wide range of food and cultural touchpoints 
that celebrate diversity and encourage interaction. 

Auckland is surrounded by water and is popularly known 
as the "City of Sails" because of the hundreds of yachts that 
sail on the three harbours that Aucklanders can access. 
Within half an hour of the city centre are two mountain 
ranges, 48 volcanic cones and more than 50 islands. As the 
main gateway to New Zealand, Auckland airport has direct 
flights to more than 33 cities worldwide, including those in 
the Pacific Islands, Asia and the Americas.

ALBANY CAMPUS

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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MANAWATŪ CAMPUS
Located in Palmerston North city, the Manawatū campus 
reflects its history as the original campus, with lovely 
heritage buildings in a park-like setting. The campus leads 
the University’s research culture, and offers more than 
8000 students over 150 qualifications within sciences, 
health, business, and humanities and social sciences.

As New Zealand’s premier institution for life sciences, 
agricultural, horticultural and veterinary teaching and 
research, Massey Manawatū champions industrial 
innovation within food science and technology, 
biotechnology, advanced material sciences and product 
development.

We partner with the Bio Commerce Centre (BCC) to 
support the commercial development of our research and 
widen our engagement with industrial partners both in 
New Zealand and worldwide.

The campus has a huge range of clubs and societies – 
so it’s easy to make friends and start new adventures. It 
boasts rugby and soccer fields along with the Sport and 
Rugby Institute, an award-winning recreation centre, an 
equestrian centre (and some students do bring their 
horses to university with them) and an all-weather 
Olympic-standard athletics track. And, you will 
find four-star affordable accommodation on 
campus. What’s more, there’s a bus service 
that’s free for students all over the city!

PALMERSTON NORTH: "STUDENT CITY"
New Zealand’s sixth largest city with about 
80,000 inhabitants, Palmerston North 
was originally established to service the 
pastoral farming community of the greater 
Manawatū region.

The city has grown with Massey University 
and offers an energetic arts, entertainment 
and sports scene, while maintaining the 
friendly warmth of "heartland" New Zealand. 
It also boasts the lowest cost of living of any of 
New Zealand’s university cities, and with 40 per 
cent of the population engaged in tertiary study, 
Palmerston North is truly New Zealand’s "Student 
City"!

Palmerston North district is also home to Linton Military 
Camp, Royal New Zealand Air Force Base Ohakea, 
several leading research institutes, Toyota New Zealand’s 
headquarters, and New Zealand’s multinational dairy 
company, Fonterra.

Surrounded by spectacular scenery stretching from the 
magnificent Tararua and Ruahine Ranges to the coastal 
plains of Himatangi and Tangimoana, students have easy 
access to the great outdoors. The region is well connected 
by Palmerston North airport, and Wellington, the central 
plateau ski-fields, and the beaches and wineries of 
Hawke’s Bay are just two hours’ drive away.

www.studentcity.co.nz

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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WELLINGTON CAMPUS
Known as the `Creative Campus’, Massey Wellington is a 
vibrant place with groundbreaking research centres and 
an abundance of talented students. It’s a place where 
you will be challenged to think differently and apply your 
creative thinking in new ways.

The centrally located campus, in the heart of Wellington’s 
arts and cultural district, includes the magnificent New 
Zealand Dominion Museum building and a café, bar 
and student common room. The campus has about 3500 
students and is small, friendly and casual. There is also 
a great student accommodation complex close to the 
campus and the city centre.

This niche campus offers internationally recognised 
programmes in business enterprise, communication, 
design and fine arts, health science, journalism and 
nursing.

Massey Wellington is also home to New Zealand’s 
most distinguished School of Design, and world-class 
research centres including the Centre for Public Health 
Research, the Sleep/Wake Research Centre, the Māori 
Health Research Centre, the Centre for Small and Medium 
Enterprise Research, the Centre for Disaster Research, and 
the National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence.

In addition, Massey University and Victoria University 
of Wellington have combined the strengths of their 
Conservatorium of Music and School of Music to 
establish Te Kōkī New Zealand School of Music.

With new facilities such as a media 
and drama lab, it is also home to New 
Zealand’s oldest and most respected 
School of Communications, Journalism 
and Marketing.

With connections across the 
capital city of New Zealand, the 
campus forms an important point 
of reference and engagement 
for business, industry and 
government and contributes to the 
vibrant cultural life of Wellington.

Wellington: "New Zealand’s 

Capital of Cool"

As the seat of New Zealand government, Wellington is 
also the headquarters of national organisations including 
the New Zealand Stock Exchange, the Reserve Bank, 
the Museum of New Zealand (Te Papa), the Royal New 
Zealand Ballet, the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and 
the National Opera.

A magnet for creative and innovative people, Wellington 
is also home to film director Peter Jackson’s Academy 
Award-winning Weta Workshop. Other leading industries 
include information, communication ,technology, 
manufacturing and biotechnology.

Compact and welcoming, and with fewer than 200,000 
residents, Wellington city is packed with cafés, boutiques 
and a colourful nightlife. The greater Wellington region 
(total population 487,000) is spread along 497 kilometres 
of magnificent coastline, with easy access to North and 
South Island tourist regions such as Martinborough’s 
vineyards, sunny Nelson and the beautiful Marlborough 
Sounds.

www.wellingtonnz.com

WELLINGTON CAMPUS

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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Massey University is a pioneer and world leader in the 
provision of blended and distance learning. Our students 
have been receiving world-class distance education for 
more than half a century. Our teaching is research led and 
Massey ranks higher in international comparisons than any 
other major distance learning provider in Australasia.

We are committed to excellence in blended and distance 
learning, and our programmes and short courses allow 
students to fit study around work, social and family 
commitments.  Taught by leading researchers in their 
field, our qualifications are internationally accredited 
and recognised by relevant professional bodies. No 
matter where you study, you will experience research-
led teaching, rich online resources, a world-class library, 
outstanding learning support services and an intellectual 
climate in which you are challenged to excel. Our 
qualifications are highly sought after by employers, and 
Massey graduates get jobs around the world. 

More than 250,000 students from all over the world have 
chosen to study by distance at Massey University. In recent 
years, Massey has expanded to provide a greater range 
of fully and partially online courses and qualifications to 
international students living overseas. Massey is a modern, 
digital-era university with a five-star QS ranking for 
internationalisation and for research.  

WHY STUDY FROM OVERSEAS?
Massey’s courses for students living overseas are 
designed to allow people to fit study around work and 
family commitments. We understand that people wishing 
to upskill and enhance their qualifications lead busy lives, 
and Massey helps to make university study possible for 
students who do not have the time or ability to get to a local 
university campus. 

Learning online and by distance is the "new normal" of 
higher education, as more students choose to study 
part-time whilst continuing to work. A mix of blended and 
distance learning has the advantage of allowing students 
to achieve their personal and professional goals without 
having to leave their jobs. Our students can continue to 
earn as they learn, and importantly there is no difference 
in the teaching standards when studying from overseas, as 
the lecturers who teach you also teach on our campuses. 
This is why Massey is internationally regarded for the high 
quality of our education, wherever you live and whatever 
your lifestyle.

HOW DOES STUDYING FROM OVERSEAS WORK?
Massey offers a range of study options depending on 
your programme of study. Your course may be fully online 
through Massey’s virtual learning environment (Stream) 
or involve a mix of digital and conventional printed study 
resources. Both fully online and partially online courses 
allow students to access valuable learning resources 
related to their subjects, including online study notes, 

recent journal articles, presentations, video clips, and tests 
and quizzes. At Massey we place a high value on creating 
a community of learners as we want our students to feel 
part of a real class. Therefore we encourage students to 
take full advantage of our online learning environment to 
share and exchange ideas with fellow classmates and 
teaching staff. In some courses we also offer the chance 
to meet teaching staff in person at  face-to-face contact 
courses as we understand the value of using a blend of 
delivery methods.

Please note that most courses require some level of 
internet access. If courses require formal examinations, 
they usually take place at local institutions or may be done 
online.

WHAT YOU CAN STUDY

English, pre-degree and short courses by distance

We offer fully customised professional development 
courses, study tours, delegations, immersion courses and 
other study visits to meet the specific learning needs of 
individuals and groups.

Undergraduate study from overseas

To meet the growing demand from students living overseas 
we are rapidly expanding our international delivery of key 
undergraduate degrees and qualifications. Study options 
include: Bachelor of Business Studies (Communication), 
Bachelor of Aviation Management, Diploma in Arts, 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Construction. 

Postgraduate study from overseas

Our range of postgraduate courses gives our students the 
flexibility to continue working while further enhancing their 
learning, and future employment opportunities. Massey has 
a number of world-class specialisations and study options 
including: Postgraduate Diploma in Aviation, Master of 
Aviation, Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Secondary), 
Graduate Diploma in Emergency Management, Graduate 
Certificate in Emergency Management, Postgraduate 
Diploma in Education, Postgraduate Diploma in Arts, 
Master of Education, Master of Educational Administration 
and Leadership, Master of International Security, 
Postgraduate Diploma in Quality Systems, Master of 
Applied Statistics, Master of Quality Systems, and Master 
of Veterinarian Medicine. 

For the full list of distance study options, please view our 
website or contact Massey’s International Office. 

Entry requirements

Students need to meet both the academic and English 
language requirements of their intended programmes of 
study. Specific criteria for pre-degree-, undergraduate- 
and postgraduate-level applications can be found on the 
individual course pages. All applicants are assessed on a 
case-by-case basis.

CAMPUS LOCATIONS
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STUDENTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD COME TO 
MASSEY FOR A SEMESTER OR A YEAR ON OUR STUDY 
ABROAD AND STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES. 
STUDYING AT MASSEY IS A FANTASTIC WAY FOR YOU 
TO EXPERIENCE THE NEW ZEALAND LIFESTYLE AND 
CULTURE, TRAVEL, AND MAKE NEW FRIENDS, ALL WHILE 
GAINING CREDIT TOWARDS YOUR HOME UNIVERSITY 
DEGREE!

STUDY ABROAD AND STUDENT EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMMES
Study abroad and exchange students normally study four 
papers (courses) per semester across numerous academic 
areas. Massey offers an extensive range of papers in 
the five academic Colleges of Business, Creative Arts, 
Health, Humanities and Social Sciences, and Sciences.  
The credits you earn are transferred back to your home 
institution.

International students from any overseas institution 
are welcome to apply to our Study Abroad programme.  
Upon acceptance, we will work with you and your home 
institution to ensure you get all the support you need for 
an easy transition to New Zealand's culture and life at 
Massey.  From pre-departure advising, the festivities of 
Orientation Week, excursions planned by our student 
support teams, and ongoing assistance throughout your 
time with us, Massey provides all international students 
with a wealth of personally and academically enriching 
experiences.

Exchange students pay tuition fees to their home 
institutions, rather than to Massey.  To apply as an 
exchange student, your home institution must have 
a current student exchange agreement with Massey 
University, and you must be nominated by your home 
institution to study at Massey. A list of Massey’s student 
exchange partners can be found on our website. If your 
home institution does not appear on our list of exchange 
partners, you are welcome to apply to Massey through our 
Study Abroad programme.

THREE CAMPUSES, ONE UNIVERSITY
As a multi-campus university, Massey offers our students 
a unique range of New Zealand locations and experiences.  
Double semester students can swap campuses in their 
second semester, enabling them to experience New 
Zealand from more than one perspective and location.  
Accommodation is guaranteed at all three campuses, and 
international students quickly integrate into our thriving 
student communities.  Expert advice and assistance 
is available on each of our campuses, via a resident 
team dedicated to the support of international students 
throughout their Massey studies.

NEW ZEALAND STUDIES
Enrolment in one or more papers focused on New Zealand 
is an excellent way to deepen your overseas experience. 
We encourage students to select papers that match their 
interests and that may not be available at their home 
institutions. Visiting international students typically enjoy 
New Zealand-focused papers. Some popular options 
include Māori visual arts, Māori language, flora of New 
Zealand, New Zealand cinema, New Zealand plant ecology, 
fauna of New Zealand, understanding New Zealand 
geology, contemporary literary forms of Aotearoa New 
Zealand, identity and culture in New Zealand and cross-
cultural communication.

Some papers are also available through Te Kōkī New 
Zealand School of Music, including performance-based 
papers in Pasifika, Māori and Asian music. Many of these 
can be taken without prior musical study.

OPPORTUNITIES BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
A characteristic of many of Massey’s courses is their 
applied nature. Courses often provide a fieldwork 
component, where a period of practical learning takes 
place outside the formal laboratory or classroom setting. 
This enables students to get hands-on experience within 
a controlled and stimulating environment. These courses 
provide our visiting students with the opportunity to explore 
New Zealand as part of their academic studies.

Such courses include: organic farming, animal health, 
entomology, food and agribusiness value chains, travel 
writing, physical geography, earth materials, volcanology 
and mineralogy, plant ecology, natural resource 
management, and sports performance.

Volunteer placements are also available.  Getting involved 
in extracurricular opportunities across campus and within 
the community is a great way to meet locals, enhance your 
skills, and add depth to your resumé. 

STUDY ABROAD AND 
STUDENT EXCHANGE
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Mariel Hagen from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
originally chose New Zealand as her study destination because of “the 
novelty of being just about as far away as I could get, yet being able to study 
in English, within a similar cultural environment”.

Arriving in New Zealand from a cold Norwegian winter was a great start 
to Mariel’s travel and study experience, and like many visiting students she 
decided to arrive a couple of weeks early to take full advantage of the New 
Zealand summer. And with a different adventure almost every weekend since, 
whether tramping with Massey’s Alpine Club, taking a trip to the coast with 
the Surf Club, tandem skydiving or catching some of Wellington’s colourful 
nightlife, there’s always something on!

For more information on Study Abroad and Student 
Exchange programmes at Massey, please contact the 
International Office by email at studyabroad@massey.ac.nz 
or online at studyabroad.massey.ac.nz, 
or call us on +64 6 350 5599. 



In 2036, the New Zealand population will have significantly increased, the 
Asian population will have soared, and every region in the country will be 
more multi-cultural.

Predicting these changes is the job of internationally-renowned 
sociologist Professor Paul Spoonley. The Massey professor has been 
chosen to study future immigration to ensure we are prepared for the new 
New Zealand, and what it will mean, for you.

Professor Paul Spoonley | Author | Director of Research for College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences | Massey University 

ENGINE.AC.NZ

PAUL 
SPOONLEY 
THE 
CHANGING 
FACE OF 
NEW 
ZEALAND

In 2036, the New Zealand population will have significantly increased, the
Asian population will have soared, and every region in the country will be 
more multicultural.

Predicting these changes is the job of internationally renowned
Distinguished Professor of Sociology, Paul Spoonley. The Massey professor 
has been chosen to study future immigration to ensure that we are prepared for
the new New Zealand, and what it will mean for you.

Distinguished Professor Paul Spoonley | Author | Director of Research for 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences | Massey University

ENGINE.AC.NZ



YOUR GUIDE TO 
MASSEY’S PROGRAMMES

Massey has the largest selection 
of professionally recognised 
degrees available anywhere in 
New Zealand.
At Massey, you can choose from a wide variety of 
undergraduate degrees with extensive subject majors, as 
well as many diploma and certificate programmes. Many of 
our degrees, such as veterinary science and aviation, are 
only available at Massey.

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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AGRI-FOOD AND 
ANIMAL SCIENCES

AGRICOMMERCE Our agricommerce programme incorporates 
the most recent developments in agribusiness and primary 
production because we are constantly involved in and 
researching our subject matter. You will gain management 
skills that can be used across the primary industries and a 
strong understanding of what it takes to be sustainable and 
competitive in the global food and fibre markets.

You will integrate up-to-date scientific, technological and 
business knowledge to shape a brighter future for what is 
arguably the most important industry on the planet. Career 
opportunities are possible in international marketing, 
economics, rural banking, rural valuation, government, 
business, sales, purchasing, consultancy, farm management, 
farm ownership and purchasing management.

AGRISCIENCE Massey’s agriscience degree provides the 
knowledge, and the analytical and management skills, to 
improve the productivity and sustainability of agricultural 
systems. You will study the latest developments and can choose 
to specialise in equine, horticulture or agriculture science.

VETERINARY SCIENCE AND ANIMAL STUDIES The health and 
well-being of our farmed animals, our native species and our 
domestic pets are integral to our economy and our international 
image as staunch conservationists and animal-lovers.

Massey celebrates 50 years of veterinary education in 2013 
and offers New Zealand’s only veterinary science degree – 

one that is recognised internationally, offering graduates 
the opportunity to work overseas. Other study 

options include animal science, equine studies, 
physiology, veterinary technology and zoology.

Massey is world-renowned in agri-food 
and animal sciences education, and is 
the leading provider of knowledge and 

expertise to New Zealand’s primary 
production industries. Our graduates 
end up working at home and abroad 

in agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, 
supply chain management, food and 

beverage; and the retail, finance, 
international trade, marketing, policy, 

regulations, human resources and 
research arms of 

primary industries.

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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HUMANITIES The humanities disciplines focus on the linguistic, 
intellectual and cultural processes determining how humans 
make, recognise and argue life’s meanings and values.

MĀORI STUDIES AND MĀORI VISUAL ARTS Māori language, 
society and culture are a rich, vibrant and dynamic part of 
Aotearoa New Zealand. Study in this area and you will develop 
an understanding of Māori cultural, social and economic 
development, and explore the retention and development of 
New Zealand’s proud indigenous heritage.

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PSYCHOLOGY The social sciences 
disciplines aim to understand the institutional, geographical, 
belief and cultural foundations of society. These fields also 
focus on the application of theoretical knowledge in the 
professions concerned with human well-being and the 
sustainability of communities and wider society.

The humanities and social 
sciences are the study of the 

diversity of the human condition. 
They look at how people think 

and interact within communities, 
cultures and wider society.

You will study values, beliefs and 
histories and learn about critical 

thinking and problem solving, 
along with the fundamentals of 

governance and communication.

ARTS, 
HUMANITIES 
AND SOCIAL 

SCIENCES
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AVIATION Massey’s School of Aviation educates and trains 
the next generation of the world’s pilots. As a Massey aviation 
graduate you will receive superior academic teaching, and 
training and knowledge with only the most modern equipment, 
to launch yourself into piloting aircraft in New Zealand or 
overseas. 

AVIATION MANAGEMENT Aviation management combines 
the study of aviation with business studies. If you are wanting 
to enter the aviation industry, or are already employed in the 
field but have no previous tertiary qualifications, aviation 
management will prepare you for a management role or qualify 
you for career advancement in aviation.

For more than 25 years Massey University’s School 
of Aviation has spearheaded the training of career 

pilots by paying constant attention to academic 
excellence, seasoned training methodologies, and 

state-of-the-art technology.

We offer internationally recognised training at one 
of the few universities in the world with a Bachelor 

of Aviation for air transport pilots. The Massey 
Diamond training fleet is the only one of its kind in 
New Zealand, featuring flat-panel digital avionics.

Our School of Aviation is also a collaboration 
partner with and preferred training provider for the 

Air New Zealand Aviation Institute. 

AVIATION

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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BUSINESS With a Massey business studies degree you will 
have the flexibility and freedom to choose one or two majors 
across 11 subject areas. You will graduate with a broad base of 
business knowledge combined with specialist knowledge of a 
particular area within business – chosen by you. The areas you 
study will open up great career opportunities in almost any area 
of business enterprise.

ACCOUNTANCY With accountancy you will acquire the 
knowledge and technical skills to analyse the whole gamut 
of accounting and business problems. In addition, you 
will discover how best to communicate and use financial 
information to support business decisions and drive growth 
for enterprises ranging from small businesses right through to 
corporations and nations.

APPLIED ECONOMICS Applied economics is the application of 
economic theories and principles to real-world situations with 
the aim of predicting potential outcomes. In other words this 
is a practical degree in economics that prepares you for a role 
such as an economic analyst or policy-maker, in New Zealand 
and overseas.

At Massey we are in the business of advancing 
enterprise and inspiring leadership to transform 

the way the business world works. We offer 
our students the opportunity to develop the 

knowledge and skills they will need to excel in 
any area of business.

You will learn to think clearly, creatively, critically 
and analytically, developing just the right mix of 
practical and theoretical skills to apply in real-

life business situations. Upon graduation you will 
be well equipped to add value to any enterprise, 

at home or abroad.

Massey strives to create a stimulating 
learning and research environment to enrich 

students’ learning in areas such as accounting, 
economics, entrepreneurship, finance, 

international business, management, marketing, 
property and valuation (and more!).

BUSINESS

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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COMMUNICATION, 
JOURNALISM AND 

MEDIA

COMMUNICATION This degree is an integrated, 
comprehensive, unique three-year qualification bringing 
together programmes from the College of Business and College 
of Humanities and Social Sciences.

Your studies will look into interpersonal, organisational and 
mass communication through a fascinating blend of theory 
and "real life" practice. Following graduation, you will have 
the opportunity for an exciting career in the public and private 
sectors.

JOURNALISM STUDIES While news is constantly changing in 
both content and delivery, journalism remains a fascinating 
area of study. Developing an understanding of theoretical and 
applied issues in journalism and related areas will provide you 
with invaluable techniques from news gathering to feature 
writing and editing.

MEDIA STUDIES You will acquire a thorough understanding of 
the information-rich society in which we live with this exciting 
and challenging discipline, which provides an understanding 
of the importance of media within cultural, social, political and 
economic spheres. 

Massey’s media studies students have pursued careers in 
radio, film and television, teaching, government agencies and 
many other media-related industries.

In the 21st century communication has changed 
significantly and is now recognised as a key 

component of carrying out any successful 
business operation. And right in the centre of 
this modern communication are the fields of 

journalism and the media.

With a communication or media qualification 
from Massey, you will have a clear advantage 

in this dynamic, competitive and expanding 
field, with opportunities in publicity, journalism, 

multimedia, organisational communication, 
radio, television, writing and public relations.

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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Natalie Sherwin, textile designer

DESIGN A design degree opens the doors to many creative 
careers, from being a creative director in advertising or film to 
a set designer for theatre or a fashion photographer. If you like 
digital media then you can explore jobs in web development 
or computer game design, and if you are into inventing things, 
then maybe being a product or industrial designer for a big 
brand will be your destination.

FINE ARTS A degree in fine arts develops expertise in painting, 
sculpture, time-based arts and photography, using conventional 
as well as digital media. Practical learning is complemented 
by history, theory and critical thinking to develop creative 
and informed graduates who can become artists, curators, 
commentators and much more in a broad range of creative 
endeavours.

Graduating with a design or fine arts degree 
from Massey puts you amongst some of 

New Zealand’s most illustrious designers and fine 
artists, and can set you up for a highly successful 

career in the creative industries.

Innovative ideas are valued alongside the ability 
to develop and express these in practice, with the 
support of expert teachers as well as your peers. 

Staff members include artists, designers and 
academics who are well connected with industry 

and the international design and art world.

DESIGN AND 
FINE ARTS
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EDUCATION, 
TEACHING AND 

SPEECH AND 
LANGUAGE 
THERAPY SPEECH AND LANGUAGE THERAPY This four-year degree is a 

combination of academic coursework and supervised clinical 
experience. The disorders you will study include language, 
phonological and articulation disorders, fluency, voice, motor 
speech, aphasia and swallowing disorders. 

TEACHING More and more, skilled educators are in demand 
around the world. As a teacher, you can extend the skills, talents 
and knowledge of people of all ages, changing lives and shaping 
futures. Massey will provide you with real experience and the 
chance to apply your knowledge as you learn. 

MUSIC THERAPY A Master of Music Therapy is also offered 
through Te Kōkī New Zealand School of Music, the only 
postgraduate degree of its kind offered in New Zealand. This is a 
two-year course of study: an initial year of coursework followed 
by a year of case work and research.

Education is a broad subject area. Massey 
recognises this by teaching specialist skills in all 
aspects of the field, from teaching English as an 

additional language to education support workers. 
Massey’s education and speech and language 
therapy degrees can give you a satisfying and 
challenging future by providing you with skills
 that are in demand throughout New Zealand

 and overseas. Check out qualifications in human 
development, speech and language therapy, 

teaching English as an additional language and 
education support workers.

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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ENGINEERING AND 
TECHNOLOGY

FOOD TECHNOLOGY Upon graduating with a food technology 
degree with a major in food process engineering or food 
product technology, you can look forward to being involved in 
developing new food products and technologies, while helping 
to make food safe, nutritious, attractive and affordable. Coming 
up with the latest taste sensations and the technology to 
produce them is what food technology at Massey is all about.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT Fancy yourself as an inventor? With a 
particular focus on taking products to market, Massey’s product 
development major will give you a sound basis in engineering 
principles complemented by innovation, industrial management, 
design and marketing, to make your ideas come to life as 
commercially viable products.

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING Innovations 
like iPads, smart-phones and online shopping are just a few 
examples of the technology of the future. Enter this exciting 
field and discover how to design electronic products and 
systems and learn about engineering and systems software, 
data communication, computer organisation and architecture. 

MECHATRONICS Mechatronics is about developing intelligent 
mechanical, electronic, computer and precision engineered 
products and systems. With this degree you will learn how 
to design such products and their processes to be efficient 
and profitable, and acquire the business skills to take those 
products to market.

CONSTRUCTION Making aesthetically pleasing, cost-effective 
and functional buildings in which to live, work and play is 
fundamental to our sense of well-being. With a Massey 
Bachelor of Construction you will gain the knowledge required 
to plan, cost and roll out construction projects, along with 
a solid understanding of building industry regulations and 
sustainable construction practices.

CHEMICAL AND BIOPROCESS ENGINEERING New Zealand’s 
economy relies on adding value to quality raw ingredients from 
the land and sea. But there’s always room for improvement, 
and manufacturing and processing are no exception. With this 
degree you will learn how to assess and create economically 
and environmentally sustainable manufacturing processes to 
create new, innovative products.

Massey’s engineering and food technology 
programmes are fostering a new breed of multi-

skilled and commercially savvy engineers and 
food technologists, driving innovative and world-

changing development projects for industry in 
New Zealand and overseas. 

Today’s employers are demanding quality 
graduates with knowledge and practical skills 

in the engineering, construction, manufacturing, 
processing and food industries. At Massey, we will 

give you not only the technical skills, but also the 
creative, marketing and business expertise to turn 

your ideas into reality.

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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HEALTH AND 
WELL-BEING

NURSING Nursing combines compassion, knowledge and 
sophisticated health technologies to restore, maintain and 
promote the health of individuals and communities. Massey’s 
nursing programmes, taught across all three campuses, 
are delivered by experienced staff in a supportive learning 
environment, providing the best possible learning experiences.

We prepare students to become registered nurses or, if you 
are already a registered nurse, can assist you to develop 
your career in nursing. Our high-quality undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes are approved by the Nursing Council 
of New Zealand and recognised in many countries around the 
world.

SOCIAL POLICY AND SOCIAL WORK Social policy is about 
promoting policy options to produce better relationships and 
environments within which people can thrive. Social work is 
about making a real difference on the ground by facilitating 
social change for individuals, families and communities. 
A Massey qualification in either of these fields provides 
a pathway to professional success in New Zealand and 
internationally.

HEALTH SCIENCE Health science joins the teaching of health 
policy and the sociopolitical importance of health with specific 
majors in the factors that directly affect physical and mental 
health and rehabilitation.

Massey takes a fresh approach to looking at the 
complex fields of health, wellness and well-being, 

believing that talented and compassionate graduates 
are at the heart of any health system, and their 

education and ongoing training need to reflect this.

Inclusive of administration, health policy and 
promotion, along with the frontline hands-on 

professionals dealing with people every day, the field 
of health and well-being offers some of the most 

rewarding careers available worldwide.

Massey’s health and well-being educators draw 
their experience from public health, food science 

and technology, nutrition and physiology, sport and 
exercise, rehabilitation, nursing, Mäori and Pasifika 
health, occupational health and safety, social work 

and social policy and medical laboratory science.
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AGRISCIENCE Massey’s agriscience degree provides the knowledge, and 
the analytical and management skills, to improve the productivity and 
sustainability of agriculture. You will study the latest developments, can 
choose to specialise in equine, horticulture or agriculture and will be highly 
sought after by input supply firms such as fertiliser companies and seed 
suppliers, as well as technical advisers and agronomists. 

NATURAL SCIENCES A Massey science degree will provide you with an 
integrative and interdisciplinary knowledge of the natural sciences. You could 
study areas such as the sociology of science, sustainability, philosophy and 
project management, and selected students will be invited to participate in a 
fast-track masterate programme at the end of their second year.

INFORMATION SCIENCES Better computer systems give businesses a 
competitive edge: they improve services and they improve our lives. Massey 
offers you an extensive course range to get into the exciting international 
industry of information and computer technology. Check out qualifications in 
information sciences, science, business information systems, engineering and 
design.

BIOLOGICAL, MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES What makes the 
world tick? Why are we the way we are? Sciences is about discovery and 
provides us with the knowledge and skills to answer fundamental and relevant 
questions in today’s world. Exciting careers in fields as diverse as science, 
conservation, policy and law are possible with an excellent understanding of 
sciences and the right motivation.

Sciences at Massey are exciting 
and cutting edge – they combine 

intellectual challenge with the 
satisfaction of discovery and 

application. Leaders and influential 
thinkers see the training, nurturing 

and appointment of well qualified 
scientists as instrumental to positive 
growth and development. At Massey 

you are taught by those making a 
difference in their fields.

SCIENCES
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SPORT Massey’s sport and exercise 
degree programmes encompass learning 
in various disciplines, with the opportunity 
to specialise through a major in one of the 
fields of management and coaching, physical 
education, or exercise prescription and 
training. You will learn to think critically and 
analytically, and relate ideas to practical 
business situations within sport.

Sport and exercise are integral to New Zealand 
society. You can turn your love of sport and 

exercise into an exciting career.

Massey is committed to the pursuit of excellence 
in both the teaching and the research 

of all aspects of sport and exercise. Our 
programmes are closely tied to local, national 
and international sporting bodies. Study sport 
and exercise and look forward to a career in 

sports management and administration, facility 
and event management, sport marketing and 

sponsorship, coaching and teaching, or the 
fitness and leisure industry.

SPORT
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MUSIC In 2006, NZSM was created 
through the merger of the Massey 
University Conservatorium of Music 
and the Victoria University School 
of Music. At NZSM you will study 
under some of New Zealand’s 
leading performers, composers 
and academics, encouraging you 
to achieve your musical potential 
and gain presentation, creative 
and academic skills that are highly 
transferable to a wide range of 
professions.

Music is as old as humanity itself. Whether it’s the rich interweaving of baroque instruments or the 
complex interplay of contemporary electronica, music reaches out and connects us: 

to our past, to other cultures, and to each other. 

Massey students are able to take some music courses as a minor for their Bachelor of Arts. 
Some of these courses are also available as distance learning papers through Massey.

Students can also study towards a full Bachelor of Music (BMus) by enrolling as 
Te Kōkī New Zealand School of Music (NZSM) students. 

Through NZSM, the degree is conjointly awarded by Massey and Victoria Universities. 
Programmes include classical performance, composition and sonic arts, jazz and music studies. 

An audition and background in music theory is required for some courses, 
while for others no prior study of music is required.

Contact NZSM for more information about the BA minor in music or the BMus majoring in music: 
see www.nzsm.ac.nz, phone +64 4 463 5369 or email music@nzsm.ac.nz

MUSIC

YOUR GUIDE TO...
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Massey University’s Centre for Professional and 
Continuing Education (PaCE) offers a range of short 
courses and programmes to meet the needs of national 
and international students.

PATHWAYS TO STUDY AT MASSEY

Academic English programmes

PaCE delivers academic English proficiency programmes 
such as the Direct English Entry Pathway (DEEP) – an 
intensive, four-month English language course designed 
to facilitate the entry of international students to Massey 
University’s undergraduate and postgraduate degree 
programmes.

DEEP is helpful for those who have the relevant academic 
entrance requirements but don’t meet the English language 
or literacy admission requirements for degree study. 

Intensive English language programmes

PaCE also offers the pre-degree Certificate in English with 
courses available at four levels of language proficiency. 
Students from all over the world become part of a strong 
learning community and often choose to go on to DEEP 
or a university preparation programme for further tertiary 
study, or choose to sit an internationally recognised English 
language test (IELTS).

University preparation programmes

PaCE delivers effective foundation studies programmes 
for international students. In the Certificate of University 
Preparation and the Certificate in Foundation Studies, 
Massey academic staff provide study skills and academic 
input to prepare students for entry to their undergraduate 
degree programmes.

The Certificate of University Preparation prepares 
and qualifies students for undergraduate study at 
university. The programme is made up of four subjects: 
communication and study skills and two academic 
subjects. The course takes one semester. The successful 
completion of the certificate will provide an entry-level 
qualification, and you will be able to enrol in a degree in 
the semester after completion.

The Certificate in Foundation Studies is a full-time 
programme that will help you meet the academic and 
English language/literacy requirements for university 
entrance at undergraduate level.

The programme is made up of six subjects: academic 
English, study skills, and four academic subjects, and takes 
two semesters.

The certificate will provide you with a strong foundation 
in a variety of disciplines as well as English language for 
academic purposes and study skills. It also allows students 
to learn about and adapt to the New Zealand university 
study environment.

CUSTOMISED LEARNING AT MASSEY

Customised short courses and learning tours

The University also offers short study tours of lectures, 
seminars, workshops and field trips in selected subjects for 
international groups and delegations. Massey University is 
one of New Zealand’s most experienced providers, and has 
been specialising in developing these courses and tours for 
more than 20 years. In this time we have been working with 
a wide variety of organisations – from partner universities 
to government ministries and professional organisations.

The length, start dates and number of participants for the 
customised courses and tours can be negotiated with the 
University.

pace.massey.ac.nz

english.massey.ac.nz

uniprep.massey.ac.nz

 PROFESSIONAL 
AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
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STUDYING WITH US 
AT MASSEY

This section contains practical 
things you need to know before 
you choose to study at Massey.
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CODE OF PRACTICE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Massey University has agreed to observe and be bound by 
the Code of Practice for the Pastoral Care of International 
Students published by the Ministry of Education. Copies 
of the code are available on request from Massey or from 
the New Zealand Ministry of Education website at www.
minedu.govt.nz/international

IMMIGRATION
Full details of visa and permit requirements, advice on 
rights to employment in New Zealand while studying and 
reporting requirements are available through the New 
Zealand Immigration Service, and can be viewed on its 
website at www.immigration.govt.nz

WORKING IN NEW ZEALAND WHILE ON A STUDENT VISA
Most international students can work part-time up to 
20 hours per week while studying in New Zealand on a 
student permit. 

Please refer to www.immigration.govt.nz for details.

LIVING COSTS
The cost of living in New Zealand is generally lower than 
in most developed countries. In addition to the tuition 
fees at Massey, students need to plan carefully to have 
sufficient money to cover their accommodation and daily 
living expenses, such as food, telephone and electricity, 
daily transport, recreational activities, insurance and other 
personal needs. It is estimated that students will need 

ESTIMATED AVERAGE COST FOR A STUDENT LIVING IN UNIVERSITY-MANAGED HOUSING TOTAL (NZ$)

Accommodation and utilities1 $10,348

Supermarket food $2574

Personal expenses (clothing, recreation and miscellaneous) $3120

Bus transport2 $1260

Textbooks and supplies $1000

Total estimated living costs PER YEAR (42 weeks) $18,302

Total estimated living costs PER SEMESTER (21 weeks) $9151

1 Note, utilities are included in accommodation fees at the Manawatū campus
2 Note, bus transport is free at the Manawatū campus
  Note, the arrival collection service for new students at the Albany campus costs $75

 Costs as of May 2013

on average NZ$360 per week or NZ$15,000 per academic 
year to cover their living expenses. Individual student 
expenses will vary depending on a student’s own personal 
requirements and also the Massey campus chosen. For 
further information, please visit 
international.massey.ac.nz

ELIGIBILITY FOR HEALTH SERVICES
Most international students are not entitled to publicly 
funded health services while in New Zealand. If you 
receive medical treatment during your visit, you may 
be liable for the full costs of that treatment. Full details 
of entitlements to publicly funded health services are 
available through the Ministry of Health, and can be viewed 
on its website at www.moh.govt.nz

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
The Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) provides 
accident insurance for all New Zealand citizens, residents 
and temporary visitors to New Zealand, but you may still 
be liable for all other medical and related costs. Further 
information can be viewed on the ACC website at 
www.acc.co.nz

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL INSURANCE
International students (including group students) must have 
appropriate and current medical and travel insurance while 
studying in New Zealand. For further information please 
visit international.massey.ac.nz

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

STUDYING WITH US AT MASSEY
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 STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 
AND FACILITIES
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MASSEY PROVIDES MODERN FACILITIES AND STUDENT-
CENTRED SERVICES ON ALL CAMPUSES TO ENSURE A 
WELL ROUNDED, FULFILLING AND ENJOYABLE STUDENT 
EXPERIENCE.

THE INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The first point of contact for information on courses, fees 
and admission requirements, and for any other questions 
you might have is Massey’s International Office. Email us at 
international@massey.ac.nz

SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
An International Students’ Support team on each campus 
assists with accommodation, student insurance, visa 
arrangements and airport collection if requested, and 
organises the introduction to Massey through the 
international students orientation programme, as well as 
providing ongoing student support throughout the year.

WELCOME AND ORIENTATION WEEK
During the week prior to semester start, a number of 
workshops and fun activities are delivered through 
Massey’s mandatory international students orientation 
programme. This helps assimilate international students 
into university life within the context of the wider New 
Zealand culture.

FULL ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Massey students enjoy access to a full range of support 
services, including modern computer facilities, a Massey 
username and email account, free internet access and 
Information Technology Services support.

The Student Learning Centre helps students to develop 
good study practices and examination skills by running 
regular workshops and individual consultations: 
learning.massey.ac.nz

LIBRARIES
Libraries are located on each Massey campus, with 
Massey’s Library Service holding more than one million 
books, plus access to thousands of online print and 
electronic journals: library.massey.ac.nz

A specialist Disability Service ensures that the University 
learning environment is accessible, comfortable and 
supportive for those with special needs.

COMPUTING
Our Information Technology service provides you with a 
range of computer facilities on all campuses, and over 
the internet. Every student is assigned a Massey student 
usercode and email address, which can be used to access 
online services such as course and campus information, 
email and enrolment online. Once enrolled, you can use the 
online courses provided on the Massey website. There are 
also facilities for you to store and print the files you need 
for your coursework. There is also free wi-fi available at all 
three campuses. 

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
The Massey University Medical Centre operates on each 
campus during normal office hours and also provides an 
after-hours emergency service. The University Counselling 
Service provides professional, confidential counselling 
for students experiencing personal problems, study 
difficulties, family concerns or issues with career planning 
and assessment.

The Chaplaincy Service serves the needs of students and 
staff from a variety of faiths and traditions. Christian groups 
for prayer and Bible study operate on all campuses, and 
each campus also has a Muslim prayer room.

For student services and contact information for each 
campus, please visit studentservices.massey.ac.nz

STUDYING WITH US AT MASSEY
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CAREER INFORMATION AND ALUMNI RELATIONS
Career and Employment Services on each campus 
provide career advice, job search strategies and help 
with interview skills, as well as networking opportunities 
and access to graduate vacancies via a careers website: 
careerhub.massey.ac.nz

The Office of Development and Alumni Relations networks 
with the global Massey University community and 
organises regular social events. Go to alumni.massey.ac.nz 
for more information.

RESEARCH
The Graduate School Office provides 
support and guidance for doctoral students 
joining the Massey University research community.

CAMPUS LIFE AND LEISURE
Massey is committed to ensuring an active, enriching 
campus life beyond the academic experience, and has 
facilities, associations and clubs to meet the needs of the 
student community. Sport and recreation facilities differ 
between campuses and include quality training rooms, 
group fitness studios, exercise classes and playing fields.

You can view the facilities and activities at 
recreation.massey.ac.nz

Massey Students’ Associations on each campus act as 
student advocates to the University and wider community, 
and work with the University to deliver events such as 
Orientation Week and the annual "Unity in Diversity" 
festival, radio broadcasting and publishing the campus 
magazine. The hundreds of Massey student clubs, 
societies and cultural groups include debating, drama, 
snowboarding, surfing and martial arts.

Massey’s marae (Māori meeting place), Te Kuratini at 
Wellington, welcomes international students and provides 
the opportunity to learn more about the fascinating and 
unique culture of New Zealand’s indigenous people.

TOP-QUALITY ACCOMMODATION
Massey University offers a range of quality housing and 
living options on and off campus; students can also 
live with local home stay families. The bedrooms 
in University accommodation are single-person 
occupancy and include a bed and study desk 
with shared kitchen and bathroom facilities. The 
University also provides fridges, ovens, cooking 
utensils, televisions and laundry facilities. 
University housing is managed and regularly 
assessed by Massey University.

The Accommodation Office on each campus 
provides advice on accommodation options, 
tenancy agreements and dispute resolution. To 
view the housing options available, please visit:
accommodation.massey.ac.nz

STUDYING WITH US AT MASSEY 
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STEPHANY
TARILEO
TAKING TO 
THE SKIES

Stephany had always wanted to fly planes. Her father is a pilot, and she spent her 
childhood plane-watching at the airport. But in a male-dominated industry, in a country 
where women are destined to become housewives, it seemed an impossible dream.

After being awarded an NZAID scholarship, she left behind her family and a place in 
Vanuatu’s under-21 netball team to study aviation at Massey.

Today, she has become only the second woman from Vanuatu to become an airline pilot.

Stephany Tarileo | Bachelor of Aviation (Air Transport Pilot)
Massey University

ENGINE.AC.NZ
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS PLANNING TO STUDY AT 
MASSEY UNIVERSITY ARE WELCOME TO APPLY FOR A 
SCHOLARSHIP TO SUPPORT THEIR STUDY FINANCIALLY 
IN NEW ZEALAND.

NZAID NEW ZEALAND DEVELOPMENT SCHOLARSHIPS
The New Zealand Government, through its International 
Aid and Development Agency (NZAID), provides 
scholarships to citizens of some developing countries to 
undertake tertiary-level study in New Zealand. For further 
information on these scholarships, please visit 
www.aid.govt.nz/funding-and-contracts/scholarships/ 

FEDERAL AID
Massey University is accredited to participate in the Direct 
Loan Programme, under which American citizens and 
qualifying non-American citizens are eligible to access 
United States federal student loans while studying at 
Massey towards Bachelor, Master or Doctorate degrees.

For further information or to apply, please email 
intl.studentfinancialaid@massey.ac.nz or refer to the 
international section here:  www.massey.ac.nz/massey/
international/study-on-campus/fees-insurance/fees-
insurance_home.cfm

Please note the Massey University Direct Loan school 
code is G13153. 

COMMONWEALTH SCHOLARSHIPS
These are offered to students from other parts of the 
Commonwealth under the Commonwealth Scholarship and 
Fellowship Plan. The scholarships' aim is to provide 
opportunities for students to pursue advanced 
courses or undertake research at a 
universities in New Zealand. For further 
information please visit 
www.aid.govt.nz/funding-and-
contracts/scholarships/types-
scholarship/commonwealth-
scholarships

MASSEY UNIVERSITY DOCTORAL SCHOLARSHIP
The value of the Doctoral Scholarship is NZ$25,000 per 
annum. For full details and to apply, please visit 
awards.massey.ac.nz

MASSEY UNIVERSITY VICE-CHANCELLOR’S DOCTORAL 
SCHOLARSHIP
The value of the Vice-Chancellor’s Doctoral Scholarship is 
NZ$28,000 per annum for a maximum of three years. For full 
details and to apply, please visit awards.massey.ac.nz

NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL DOCTORAL RESEARCH 
SCHOLARSHIPS (NZIDRS)
The New Zealand International Doctoral Research 
Scholarships provide financial support for postgraduate 
students seeking doctoral degrees by research in New 
Zealand universities. For further information, please visit 
www.newzealandeducated.com/nzidrs

STUDYING WITH US AT MASSEY
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The information provided is a guide only and entry 
requirements are subject to change.

All applications are assessed on a case-by-case basis. If 
your qualification is not listed, please submit an application 
with verified copies of your transcripts to the International 
Office so that your application can be assessed.

Refer to international.massey.ac.nz for the current 
requirements.

COUNTRY FOUNDATION UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE

Australia Successful completion of Year 12 with a 
minimum TER of 50

Successful completion of Year 12 with a minimum TER (or ATAR) or 
equivalent of 74

Canada Grade 12 certificate General: high school graduation with minimum achievement of 65%

Ontario: secondary diploma with a minimum average 65% in Grade 12; 
CEGEP one year with 65% across 6 subjects including English. Higher 
levels of achievement will be required for limited entry courses

All other qualifications will be considered on a case by case basis

China Year 3 certificate of graduation, minimum 
70% or completion of Senior Middle 
2 exams with superior grades of 80% 
(average), or completion of Vocational 
Senior High School 2 with a minimum of 
five academic subjects and a minimum 
GPA of 80% overall in all academic 
subjects undertaken, or completion 
of Vocational Senior High School with 
minimum of 70% (this only applies to 
students who’ve done academic subjects 
in their vocation high school study)

Successful completion of one year’s study at a recognised tertiary 
institution plus one year’s study at undergraduate level or successful 
completion of a two-year diploma at a recognised institution, or a 
minimum of successful completion of two years out of a three-year 
diploma at a recognised institution, or completed Gaokao (General/
National College Entrance Examination) with tier one score from the 
province where Gaokao was sat

Denmark Successful completion of Studentereksamen (upper secondary school 
leaving examination) or Avgagsbetyg

Fiji Fiji School Leaving Certificate: 65% in four 
academic subjects

Fiji Form 7 Certificate: aggregate over four subjects 250 marks out of 400, 
with a minimum of 50 in English, or
USP foundation year in either science or social sciences with a grade 
average of B and no grade lower than C in the seven required courses

Germany Mittlere Reife/Realschulabschluss Successful completion of Senior High School (Zeugnis der Allgemeinen 
Hochschulreife – Arbitur)

Hong Kong Hong Kong Certificate of Education, 
minimum of two C and two D grades 
or equivalent, or Hong Kong Diploma 
in Secondary Education with score of 
11 over five best academic subjects 
(excluding Chinese)

Three Hong Kong advanced level passes with one at grade C or higher in 
academic subjects; or holders of the Hong Kong Diploma in Secondary 
Education must present at least three subjects achieved at Level 4 or 
better, including English language and two elective subjects

India All India Higher Secondary Certificate 
(Year 12), minimum 65% over four 
academic subjects, or Higher Secondary 
School (Year 12) minimum 75% over three 
academic subjects

Higher secondary school examination or All-India Senior School 
Certificate with 75% in each of four academic subjects

Indonesia SMU 7.0 SMU with a minimum GPA 8.5, or one year of successful study at an 
internationally recognised tertiary institute

Japan Upper Secondary School Leaving 
Certificate with a C average

Associate degree/diploma from a Junior College (Jun-Gakushi) with a B 
(3.5) average

Malaysia SPM: Grade 4 average in five subjects, or 
UEC: Grade 6 average over five subjects

STPM with three passes with one C or better, or UEC with a maximum of 15 
points over six academic subjects excluding English but including one of 
chemistry, physics or advanced mathematics, or GCE A-levels with at least 
three results with one grade at Level C or above, or SAM (or equivalent) 
with a minimum tertiary entrance rank of 74
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COUNTRY FOUNDATION UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE

New Zealand Completion of Year 12 with a minimum of 
50 NCEA credits at Level 2 in approved 
subjects, including at least 14 credits and 
Level 1 or higher in mathematics and 14 
credits at Level 1 or higher in English

NCEA – 42 credits at Level 3 or above, including a minimum of 14 credits 
at Level 3 in each of two subjects from an approved subject list, with an 
additional 14 credits at Level 3 taken from no more than two additional 
subjects – eight credits at Level 2 or higher in English (four credits 
reading, four credits writing)

Norway Successful completion of Videregaende Skole (upper secondary school)

Oman General Secondary School Leaving 
Certificate with 70% average in best 
five subjects (excluding Arabic/Islamic 
Education) and 70% in math

Successful completion of a two-year diploma from a recognised tertiary 
institution

Pakistan Secondary School Certificate with 60% 
average (B Grade or Division 1)

Successful completion of one year’s study at an internationally recognised 
tertiary institution

Papua New Guinea Higher School Certificate with Grade B in 
five academic subjects

Successful completion of one year’s study at an internationally recognised 
tertiary institution
Successful completion of the South Pacific Form 7 Certificate (with three 
or more B grades in academic subjects)

Philippines Secondary school with superior grades 
(Grade B) in Year 4

Successful completion of one year’s study at an internationally recognised 
tertiary institution

Russia Certificate of Secondary Education with a 
Grade 4 average

Successful completion of one year’s study at an internationally recognised 
tertiary institution

Saudi Arabia General Secondary Education Certificate 
with a Very Good grade (75%) over four 
best academic subjects

Successful completion of either undergraduate study or an associate 
degree at a recognised tertiary institution

Singapore GCE O-level Grade B4 over four subjects A minimum of two H2 passes and a third pass at H1 or H2 level, plus at 
least an E grade in N-level/O-level mathematics or additional mathemat-
ics, or successful completion of NUS High School Diploma

Solomon Islands Completion of secondary school with a B 
average

USP foundation year, seven passes with a minimum of C in communication

South Africa Senior Certificate with two B and two C 
grades at Standard Grade

Successful completion of the South African National Senior Certificate 
that enables entry to university. A minimum of D in English

South Korea High school diploma with a C average Korean CSAT with a minimum score of 80%, or High School Diploma with a 
B average (80-84%) in academic subjects

South Pacific 
Countries

Completion of South Pacific Form 7 
Certificate

South Pacific Form 7 Certificate: three or more B grades in academic 
subjects with a minimum of Grade 5 in PSSC English and Grade 6 in PSSC 
maths

Sri Lanka GCE O-levels with credit grade in four 
subjects

GCE A-levels with three credit passes

Sweden Successful completion of Avgangsbetyg or Slutbetyg

Taiwan Senior high school with a C average Successful completion of one year’s tertiary study at an internationally 
recognised university

Thailand Matayom 6 with grade average of 2.5 Successful completion of one year’s tertiary study at an internationally 
recognised tertiary institution

Tonga Successful completion of Form 7 Successful completion of the USP Foundation Programme

United Kingdom GCSE with two B and two C grades GCE A-levels with three passes and a minimum of one at C grade

United States of 
America

High School Diploma High School Diploma with a C grade average plus SAT with a minimum 
score of 550 in both verbal and math, or ACT composite score of 22, or 
successful completion of an associate’s degree from an internationally 
recognised tertiary institution

Vietnam Senior secondary graduation with a Grade 
6 average

Successful completion of one year’s tertiary study at an internationally 
recognised tertiary institution

Worldwide
(international 
qualifications)

International Baccalaureate (IB) with 
aggregate 21 in six subjects (average 3.5 
on 1-7 scale)

Cambridge International Examination 
or Advanced International Certificate of 
Education (CIE/AICE) with pass grades in 
four academic subjects

International Baccalaureate (IB) with successful completion of 24 points 
minimum
If taken in New Zealand, Cambridge International Examination or 
Advanced Intentional Certificate of Education (CIE/AICE) A or AS levels a 
minimum of 120 points on the UCAS tariff and a minimum D grade in each 
of at least three subjects. Plus a minimum E grade in AS English and a D 
grade in IGCSE mathematics.

Taken in countries other than New Zealand, Cambridge International 
Examination or Advanced International Certificate of Education (CIE/AICE) 
three A-levels including at least one C grade or better. A result in general 
studies cannot be included among the three on which the application is 
based
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMMES

Certificate of Attendance in General English

Intensive English Language Studies (Certificate ESOL)

Direct Entry English Pathway
  Academic English Pathway (UG DEEP)
  Advanced Academic English Pathway (PG DEEP)

PRE-DEGREE AND BRIDGING PROGRAMMES

Certificate in Foundation Studies (Full Foundation)

Certificate of University Preparation 
(Fast-track Foundation)

Foundation Certificate in Jazz NZSM

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATES 
AND DIPLOMAS

Certificate in Art and Design Studies

Certificate in Arts

Certificate in Aviation Studies

Certificate in Business Studies

Certificate in Science and Technology

Diploma in Arts

Diploma in Business Studies

Diploma in Health Science

Diploma in Photography

Diploma in Science and Technology

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES

Bachelor of Accountancy

Bachelor of AgriCommerce
  Agricultural Economics
  Farm Management
  Food Economics and Society
  Food Marketing and Retailing
  International Agribusiness

Bachelor of AgriScience
  Agriculture
  Equine
  Horticulture

Bachelor of Applied Economics

Bachelor of Arts
  Business Psychology
  Economics
  Educational Psychology
  English
  Environmental Studies
  Geography
  Linguistics
  Mathematics
  Media Studies
  Philosophy
  Politics
  Psychology
  Social Anthropology
  Social Policy
  Sociology
  Statistics

Bachelor of Aviation
  Air Transport Pilot (Aeroplane only)

Bachelor of Aviation Management
  (Palmerston North or Singapore Aviation Academy)

Bachelor of Business Studies
  Accountancy
  Business Information Systems
  Communication
  Economics
  Entrepreneurship and Small Business
  Finance
  Human Resource Management
  International Business
  Management
  Marketing
  Valuation and Property Management

Bachelor of Communication
  Communication Management
  Expressive Arts
  Journalism Studies
  Linguistics
  Marketing Communication
  Media Studies
  Public Relations

Bachelor of Construction
  Construction Management
  Quantity Surveying

Bachelor of Design (Honours)
  Fashion Design
  Industrial Design
  Photography
  Spatial Design
  Textile Design
  Visual Communication Design

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
  Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
  Electronics and Computer Engineering
  Mechatronics
  Product Development

Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours)

Bachelor of Food Technology (Honours)
  Food Process Engineering
  Food Product Technology

Bachelor of Health Science (Honours)
  Environmental Health
  Psychology
  Sport and Exercise

Bachelor of Information Sciences
  Computer Science
  Information Technology
  Software Engineering

Bachelor of Māori Visual Arts

Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science

Bachelor of Music NZSM
  Classical Performance
  Composition/Sonic Arts
  Jazz
  Ethnomusicology
  Musicology
  Music Studies
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Bachelor of Natural Sciences

Bachelor of Nursing

Bachelor of Resource and Environmental Planning

Bachelor of Science
  Agricultural Science
  Animal Science
  Biochemistry
  Biological Sciences
  Chemistry
  Computer Sciences
  Earth Science
  Ecology
  Environmental Science
  Exercise and Sport Science
  Genetics
  Geography
  Human Nutrition
  Logistics and Supply Chain Management
  Mathematics
  Microbiology
  Nanoscience
  Physics
  Physiology
  Plant Science
  Psychology
  Statistics
  Zoology

Bachelor of Social Work

Bachelor of Speech and Language Therapy

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise
  Exercise and Prescription Training
  Management and Coaching
  Physical Education
  Unendorsed

Bachelor of Veterinary Science

Bachelor of Veterinary Technology

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS

Graduate Certificate in Science and Technology

Graduate Diploma in Applied Statistics

Graduate Diploma in Business Studies

Graduate Diploma in Design
  Advertising Design
  Digital Media
  Fashion Design
  Graphic Design
  Illustration
  Industrial Design
  Photographic Design
  Spatial Design
  Textile Design
  Unendorsed

Graduate Diploma in Information Science
  Computer Science
  Information Technology

Graduate Diploma in Journalism

Graduate Diploma in Journalism Studies

Graduate Diploma in Music NZSM

Graduate Diploma in Rural Studies

Graduate Diploma in Science
  Agricultural Science
  Animal Science
  Biochemistry
  Biological Sciences
  Chemistry
  Computer Science
  Earth Science
  Ecology
  Environmental Science
  Exercise and Sport Science
  Genetics
  Geography
  Human Nutrition
  Mathematics
  Microbiology
  Nanoscience
  Physics
  Physiology
  Plant Science
  Psychology
  Statistics
  Zoology

Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Primary)

Graduate Diploma in Teaching (Secondary)

Graduate Diploma in Technology
  Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
  Electronics and Computer Engineering
  Food Technology
  Mechatronics
  Product Development
  Quality Surveying
  Unendorsed

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATES 
AND DIPLOMAS

Artist Diploma in Music NZSM

Postgraduate Certificate in Arts

Postgraduate Certificate in Business

Postgraduate Certificate in Science

Postgraduate Certificate in Speech and Language 
Therapy

Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy

Postgraduate Diploma in AgriCommerce

Postgraduate Diploma in AgriScience
  Agriculture
  Equine
  Horticulture

Postgraduate Diploma in Arts
  Economics
  Geography
  History
  Mathematics
  Psychology
  Social Anthropology
  Statistics
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Postgraduate Diploma in Arts (Visual and Material 
Culture)

Postgraduate Diploma in Aviation 
  (Palmerston North or Singapore Aviation Academy)

Postgraduate Diploma in Banking

Postgraduate Diploma in Business and Administration
  Agribusiness
  Banking and Finance
  Communication Management
  Economics
  Finance
  Financial Economics
  Human Resource Management
  Management
  Marketing
  Unendorsed

Postgraduate Diploma in Design

Postgraduate Diploma in Development Studies

Postgraduate Diploma in Education
  Teaching and Learning
  Unendorsed

Postgraduate Diploma in Engineering
  Electronics and Computer Engineering
  Mechatronics
  Product Development

Postgraduate Diploma in Environmental Management

Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Arts

Postgraduate Diploma in Food Technology

Postgraduate Diploma in Health Science
  Environmental Health
  Psychology
  Sport and Exercise
  Unendorsed

Postgraduate Diploma in Information Sciences
  Computer Science
  Information Technology
  Software Engineering

Postgraduate Diploma in Logistics and Supply Chain 
Management

Postgraduate Diploma in Mäori Visual Arts

Postgraduate Diploma in Music Teaching NZSM

Postgraduate Diploma in Science
  Agricultural Science
  Animal Science
  Biochemistry
  Biological Sciences
  Chemical Physics
  Chemistry
  Computer Science
  Conservation Biology
  Earth Science
  Ecology
  Exercise and Sport Science
  Genetics
  Geography
  Horticultural Science
  Human Nutrition
  Industrial Mathematics and Statistics
  Mathematics
  Microbiology
  Nanoscience
  Nutritional Science
  Physics
  Physiology
  Plant Biology
  Plant Breeding
  Psychology
  Soil Science
  Statistics
  Zoology

Postgraduate Diploma in Second Language Teaching

Postgraduate Diploma in Speech and Language Therapy

Postgraduate Diploma in Sport and Exercise

Postgraduate Diploma in Technology
  Energy Management  
  Packaging Technology

Postgraduate Diploma in Veterinary Clinical Science

Postgraduate Diploma in Veterinary Preventative 
Medicine

Postgraduate Diploma in Veterinary Public Health

MASTERATE PROGRAMMES

Master of AgriCommerce

Master of AgriScience
  Agriculture
  Equine
  Horticulture

Master of Applied Social Work

Master of Applied Statistics

Master of Arts
  Economics
  Geography
  History
  Mathematics
  Nursing
  Psychology
  Second Language Teaching
  Social Anthropology
  Social Policy
  Statistics
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Master of Arts (Visual and Material Culture)

Master of Aviation 
 (Palmerston North or Singapore Aviation Academy)

Master of Business Studies
  Accountancy
  Agribusiness
  Communication Management
  Economics
  Finance
  Human Resource Management
  Management
  Marketing

Master of Design

Master of Construction Management

Master of Education
  Teaching and Learning
  Unendorsed

Master of Engineering
  Electronics and Computer Engineering
  Mechatronics

Master of Engineering Studies
  Electronics and Computer Engineering
  Energy Management
  Mechatronics
  Renewable Energy Systems

Master of Environmental Management

Master of Finance

Master of Fine Arts
  Design
  Fine Arts

Master of Food Technology

Master of Health Science
  Environmental Health
  Psychology
  Sport and Exercise

Master of Information Sciences
  Computer Science
  Information Technology
  Software Engineering

Master of International Development

Master of Logistics and Supply Chain Management

Master of Management
  Accountancy
  Agribusiness
  Banking
  Banking and Finance
  Communication Management
  Economics
  Finance
  Financial Economics
  Human Resource Management
  International Business
  Management
  Marketing
  Unendorsed

Master of Māori Visual Arts

Master of Music NZSM

Master of Music Therapy NZSM

Master of Musical Arts NZSM

Master of Philosophy (Visual and Material Culture)

Master of Philosophy (Sciences)

Master of Professional Accountancy and Finance

Master of Science
  Agricultural Science
  Animal Science
  Biochemistry
  Biological Sciences
  Chemical Physics
  Chemistry
  Computer Science
  Conservation Biology
  Earth Science
  Ecology
  Exercise and Sport Science
  Genetics
  Geography
  Horticultural Science
  Human Nutrition
  Industrial Mathematics and Statistics
  Mathematics
  Microbiology
  Nanoscience
  Nutritional Science
  Physics
  Physiology
  Plant Biology
  Plant Breeding
  Psychology
  Soil Science
  Statistics
  Zoology

Master of Sport and Exercise

Master of Technology
  Energy Management
  Packaging Technology

Master of Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages Leadership

Master of Veterinary Medicine

Master of Veterinary Science

Master of Veterinary Studies
  Epidemiology
  Veterinary Pathology
  Veterinary Public Health

DOCTORAL (PhD) DEGREES

Doctor of Education (EdD)

Doctor of Musical Arts NZSM (DMus) 

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

STUDY ABROAD

Study Abroad programme
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We warmly invite you to consider Massey University 
as your study destination in New Zealand. At Massey, 
you will be part of a diverse international community 
whose contribution to academic and cultural life will 
be encouraged and valued. We welcome enquiries and 
applications directly from students or through the services 
of our registered agents around the world. 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
Massey’s International Office is the first point of contact 
for course information and advice. Please contact us for 
any information about university programmes, fees and 
admission requirements, and with any other questions you 
might have about studying at Massey.

ADMISSION CRITERIA
Students need to meet both the academic and the English 
language requirements of their intended programmes 
of study. Please refer to international.massey.ac.nz for 
the specific criteria for pre-degree, undergraduate and 
postgraduate applicants.

PhD: A high-calibre Master or Bachelor degree with 
Honours and demonstrated research skills.

Postgraduate: An appropriate undergraduate degree from 
a recognised tertiary institution.

Graduate diploma: An appropriate three-year diploma 
or undergraduate degree from a recognised tertiary 
institution.

Undergraduate: Achieved the equivalent to Year 13 in 
New Zealand (NCEA Level 3 University Entrance).

Pre-degree: Achieved the equivalent to Year 12 in 
New Zealand.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
The minimum English language requirements for admission 
to Massey University are:

Postgraduate (including PhD)

Academic IELTS 6.5 (no band less than 6.0); or TOEFL 575 
(paper) TWE 4.0 or TOEFL 232 (computer) ER 4.0, or, iBT 90 
(Internet) with writing score of 20.

Undergraduate (including Graduate Diplomas)

Academic IELTS 6.0 (no band less than 5.5); or TOEFL 550 
(paper) TWE 4.0 or TOEFL 213 (computer) ER 4.0, or,  iBT 80 
(internet) with writing score of 19.

Pre-degree (including Certificate of Foundation Studies)

Academic IELTS 5.5 (no band less than 5.0); or TOEFL 525 
(paper) or TOEFL 196 (computer) ER 4.0, or,  iBT 70 (internet) 
with writing score of 18.

Note:

1. English language test results are valid for two years only.
2. Applicants with TOEFL/iBT results please request ETS 

to send the results directly to Massey University. The 
institutional code is 9480.

3. English language requirements for some programmes 
are higher than the minimum. Please check the specific 
course requirements before you apply.

CREDIT TRANSFER
Massey may grant credit or advanced standing for 
undergraduate-level study undertaken at another tertiary 
institution. To apply for credit, international students should 
provide course summaries of the equivalent courses 
completed. These course summaries should be submitted 
to the International Office together with the Application 
for Admission as an International Student form for 
assessment.

APPLICATION FORM AND PROCESS
To be considered for admission to Massey University, 
international students need to complete and return the 
Application for Admission as an International Student form 
along with their supporting documents to the International 
Office.

All applications will be acknowledged and assessed for 
eligibility. There is no application fee charged. Successful 
applicants will be sent an Offer of Place together with 
information on the enrolment procedures and details about 
how to apply for University-managed accommodation.

Our website also provides a full and detailed list of the 
steps in the application process. Please refer to 
international.massey.ac.nz

APPLICATION CLOSING DATES
(These dates will be clarified when 2014 semester dates 
are released)

Semester One (February):
Applications close December 8 previous to the year of 
intended study.

Semester Two (July):
Applications close May 1.

Please note applications can be submitted at any time by 
PhD candidates and English language applicants. For all 
other programmes, applications received after the closing 
dates will be considered on an individual basis and are 
subject to programme space and campus availability.

Intake Three (August, September and November):
Applications close July 1 and August 1.

Summer School (November):
Applications close October 30, 2013.

 APPLY TO STUDY
AT MASSEY

For more information about studying at Massey University, 
please contact the International Office by email at 
international@massey.ac.nz or call us on +64 6 350 5599.
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EVERY YEAR, THOUSANDS OF INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS FROM MORE THAN 100 COUNTRIES FIND A 
WARM AND WELCOMING ENVIRONMENT AT MASSEY 
UNIVERSITY. OUR INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE ENCOURAGES 
STUDENTS TO EXCEL IN PROGRAMMES THAT ARE 
INNOVATIVE, PROGRESSIVE AND INSPIRING.

THE ACADEMIC YEAR
The academic year is divided into two semesters. 
Semester One runs from late February to late June, and 
Semester Two from mid-July until early November. Most 
programmes (except teaching) are 17 weeks per semester, 
including 12 teaching weeks, three weeks for holiday 
and study breaks, and two weeks for examinations. In 
addition, international students are required to attend the 
compulsory international students orientation programme, 
which normally commences one week prior to the start of 
classes.

INTAKE THREE
With programmes starting in August, September 
and November, this intake is open to all students but 
specifically targeted at students from Europe, North 
America, Asia and the Middle East, who finish their studies 
in the middle of the calendar year.

SUMMER SCHOOL
Some students find it beneficial to learn more about  
subjects before they start formal programmes of study, 
while others use Summer School to fast-track their 
qualifications. Massey’s Summer School makes this 
possible with papers covering a wide range of subjects, 
such as foundation sciences, mathematics and English. 
Summer School runs from mid-November to mid-February. 
Visit study.massey.ac.nz to find out more about Summer 
School at Massey.

PROGRAMME INFORMATION
Massey has the largest selection of professionally 
recognised degrees available in New Zealand. Many 
programmes are unique to Massey, such as aviation and 
veterinary science. This prospectus provides a general 
overview of the study programmes available. For specific 
programme details, including structure and course 
descriptions, as well as associated tuition fees, 
please refer to the International Office website 
international.massey.ac.nz

ENGLISH LANGUAGE STUDY
Students whose first language is not English are required 
to provide evidence of their proficiency in English to study 
at Massey University. Students whose English proficiency 
is not sufficient for a particular programme may be advised 

to take an intensive English language course at the Centre 
for Professional and Continuing Education (PaCE). For more 
details on English language programmes, please refer to 
page 32 or visit the Massey website english.massey.
ac.nz

ADMISSION AND ENROLMENT
International students need to meet both academic and 
English requirements for admission to specific programmes 
at Massey. For details on the admission and enrolment 
process, please refer to page 48. Alternatively, please 
visit the International Office website at international.
massey.ac.nz

FULL-TIME STUDY
Full-time students typically study 60 credits (four papers) 
per semester or 120 credits (eight papers) per year. This 
pace enables their degree qualifications to be completed 
within the specified timeframes. For example, a Bachelor 
of Business Studies three-year degree course requires 
students to complete 360 credits in total in order to 
graduate.

PAPERS
Papers (also known as classes, units or modules) are the 
building blocks of any degree. Introductory papers start at 
100-level, then increase to 200-level, 300-level and 400-level 
in subsequent semesters or years. Each Massey University 
paper has a six-figure code to distinguish the subject 
and level, eg 152.261, where "152" denotes the subject 
(management in this case), "2" shows it is a 200-level paper, 
and "61" is the specific description of that paper.

PAPER CREDITS
In general the standard undergraduate paper is 15 credits.

The credit value indicates the time a student might 
reasonably be expected to spend on the paper, including 
all lectures, laboratories, tutorials, visits and study time, in 
order to meet the assessment requirements satisfactorily. 
Converted into hours per week, this is referred to as a 
paper’s effective weekly hours.

For a standard undergraduate (15-credit) single-semester 
paper, about 12.5 hours of study time per week are 
reasonably expected. Therefore, an equivalent 15-credit 
double-semester paper would require a commitment of 
around 6.25 hours per week.

MAJOR
A major is a combination of set papers making up the 
specialisation within a degree. Double majors are available 
in some degrees and require specialisation in two 
combinations of papers. For example, the Bachelor of Arts 
with two majors – business psychology and economics, is 
one possibility.
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MASSEY IS CHARACTERISED BY THE APPLIED NATURE 
OF MANY OF ITS PROGRAMMES, AND SPECIAL 
EXPERTISE IN THE AREAS OF TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE, 
APPLIED SCIENCE AND BUSINESS STUDIES. OUR 
STUDENTS GO ON TO SUCCESSFUL CAREERS IN NEW 
ZEALAND AND INTERNATIONALLY.

Massey University offers more than 40 undergraduate 
degrees delivered by its five colleges. Bachelor degrees 
range in length from three to four years and there are also 
a number of undergraduate diplomas and certificates 
available.

TYPES OF QUALIFICATION
Bachelor degree

New Zealand universities generally follow the British model 
of a three-year Bachelor degree, with an increasing level 
of specialisation in each year. The degree structure almost 
always includes a subject major, and may incorporate a 
few optional interest subjects.

Bachelor with Honours degree

This is an undergraduate qualification comprising an 
additional year of study beyond the standard three-year 
Bachelor degree. For example, the Bachelor of Engineering 
and Bachelor of Design are both four-year Honours 
degrees. Entry to an Honours year is at the discretion of 
the college and requires high academic performance as an 
undergraduate.

Graduate diploma

This is an undergraduate qualification that can be used as 
a "bridging" programme to a postgraduate qualification, 
or to add a second area of specialisation to a Bachelor 
degree. This qualification duration is typically one year of 
full-time study.

Example of the structure of a typical Bachelor degree:

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (BSc)

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

BSc major
100-level
30 credits

BSc major
200-level
60 credits

BSc major
300-level
60 credits

Non-major
BSc papers
60 credits

Second BSc 
major 200-level

or
non-majoring
BSc papers
45 credits

Additional 
300-level paper

15 credits

Non-major BSc
papers

30 credits
Communication 
paper 15 credits

Elective* paper 
15 credits

Elective* paper 
15 credits

Elective* paper 
15 credits

*An Elective is a non-compulsory paper chosen by a student

3-4 years

IELTS* 6.0

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY

THE TYPICAL ACADEMIC PATHWAY AT MASSEY UNIVERSITY

KEY:

Some programmes have higher English 
language requirements and additional 
criteria and/or selection processes.

Refer to international.massey.ac.nz 
for further details.

- High school
- Foundation studies
- Certificate
- Diploma BACHELOR DEGREE

GRADUATE DIPLOMA (1 YEAR)
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MASSEY UNIVERSITY OFFERS SOME OF THE BEST 
OPPORTUNITIES IN NEW ZEALAND FOR POSTGRADUATE 
AND RESEARCH STUDENTS. OUR STRONG DOMESTIC AND 
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH REPUTATION, COMBINED 
WITH OUR RESPECTED RESEARCH CENTRES, MEANS WE 
MAINTAIN CLOSE LINKS TO RELEVANT INDUSTRIES AND 
THE LATEST KNOWLEDGE.

Every year about 20 per cent of Massey’s student 
population studies a postgraduate qualification at diploma, 
masterate or doctorate (PhD) level. There are more than 
100 postgraduate courses available in business, creative 
arts, health, humanities and social sciences, and sciences.

Postgraduate study at Massey offers qualifications through 
taught courses or research. Taught courses normally offer 
a chance to gain higher professional qualifications, while 
research courses allow for in-depth research in chosen 
subject areas.

TYPES OF QUALIFICATION
Postgraduate diploma

A postgraduate diploma is a one-year, full-time specialist 
qualification providing a pathway to research-based study. 
Postgraduate diplomas offer students taught courses, 
as well as the opportunity for research. Progression to 
a masterate from a postgraduate diploma requires good 
academic performance.

Master degree

The Master degrees at Massey are typically research only; 
however, some have the flexibility to combine research and 
taught courses.

The progression to a Master from Bachelor level normally 
involves two years of full-time study, typically comprising 
taught courses in year one, and research in year two. For 
most, the postgraduate diploma is year one of a Master 
qualification, with progression into a Master based on 
academic performance.

Doctoral degrees

This is the most advanced postgraduate qualification and 
involves the completion of a research thesis that makes an 
original contribution to new knowledge.  Doctoral degrees 
can either be degrees of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) or 
Named Doctorates. The PhD is an entirely research-based 
degree, whereas the Named Doctorates, which include 
the Doctor of Education (EdD) and the Doctor of Clinical 
Psychology (DClinPsych), also include a taught component. 
All doctoral programmes normally involve a maximum of 
four years' full-time study, or up to six years' part-time 
study. As the Named Doctorates target professionals in 
private and public sector institutions, they are tailored 
programmes and therefore do not necessarily meet the 
visa requirements of the New Zealand Immigration Service. 
Interested parties should make direct enquiries to secure 
guidance before applying.

Graduate Research School

As part of Massey’s ongoing commitment to research 
excellence, the University established the Graduate 
Research School (GRS) in 2004 to oversee Massey’s 
doctoral degrees and scholarships. The school provides 
students with information and administrative services, 
and runs student courses and training workshops for 
supervisors. The GRS works closely with Massey’s colleges 
across all campuses and with the International Office. 
See grs.massey.ac.nz

POSTGRADUATE 
DIPLOMA

MASTER DEGREE DOCTORATE (PhD)

1-2 years 3-4 years

IELTS* 6.5
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TEACHING METHODS
The Massey model of teaching and learning identifies our 
key characteristics in both orientation and operation. Its 
goal is to engender a strong culture of creativity, innovation 
and connectedness in our students, our staff and our 
curriculum. It comprises six "defining elements" (Applied, 
Research-Led, Digital, Comprehensive, International, and 
Distance and Lifelong Learning) that we are committed to 
strengthening through implementing strategies and quality 
assurance and enhancement processes.

CLASS TIMETABLE
Most lectures and tutorials are scheduled in two-hour 
blocks, between 8.00am and 6.00pm Monday to Friday. An 
hourly 10-minute recess enables students to move on to 
their next classrooms. The public class timetable can be 
viewed at publictimetable.massey.ac.nz

ASSESSMENTS
Assessments for most papers include various assignments, 
essays, tutorials and laboratory work throughout the 
semester, as well as examinations.

At the start of the semester, an Administration and Study 
Guide is provided to students, clearly defining the learning 
objectives and assessment requirements.

Massey University has a 9.0 grade point average scale. 
Letter grades and percentages are used when marking 
coursework. The pass grade is C, which equates to 50%.

LEARNING SUPPORT
Learning support staff on each Massey campus provide a 
series of workshops and individual tutorials for students 
requiring additional assistance with assignment writing, 
note-taking skills or exam preparation. In addition, 
academics are available, both directly and via email, to 
address any student enquiries relating to lecture or tutorial 
content.

For other student support services, please refer to page 
35.Creative

Innovative

Connected

Comprehensive

International Digital

Distance and 
Lifelong Learning Research-Led

Applied
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CONTACT OR FOLLOW US

 +64 6 350 5599

 INTERNATIONAL@MASSEY.AC.NZ

 INTERNATIONAL.MASSEY.AC.NZ

 FACEBOOK.COM/MASSEYINTERNATIONAL

 TWITTER.COM/MASSEYINTOFFICE


